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ABSTRACT
In order to handle long living radioactive waste Sweden is planning to build a deep repository that
requires no monitoring by future generations. The spent nuclear fuel will be encapsulated in copper
canisters consisting of a graphite cast iron insert shielded by an outer 30-50 mm thick copper cylinder
for corrosion protection. A subpart of the final risk assessment is to determine the risk of premature
canister leak caused by defects in the sealing weld and the enveloping components. Therefore the
quality of the production process and the reliability of the NDT system must be satisfactorily
determined and combined to derive assumptions regarding the frequency of undetected welding
defects for the ensemble of canisters. The reliability of the NDT systems can be derived from POD
curves which are investigated for X-ray and mainly for ultrasonic techniques applied by SKB. These
complex canister are not only a challenge for the NDT techniques but also for the reliability
investigation requiring a further development of the common “â versus a” approach due to the
complex multidimensional situation and risk assessment. The reliability study started in 2003 for the
welds and was in 2006 extended to the iron cast insert and the copper shield. The evaluation technique
is developed in applying a multi parameter and data field-POD.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SKB-PROJECT AND POD-METHODOLOGY
The Swedish Deposit Project

Figure 1 - Canisters will be deposited in the bedrock, embedded in bentonite clay, at a depth of
500 meters.

In order to handle the long living radioactive waste (spent nuclear fuel) SKB is planning to build
a deep repository that requires no monitoring by future generations. The spent nuclear fuel will be
encapsulated in copper canisters consisting of a graphite cast iron insert. The KBS-3 system is based
on a multi barrier system where the canister is the primary barrier. The cast iron insert gives the
canister the necessary strength and the outer shell that gives corrosion protection is made of oxygen
free copper. The system is illustrated in Figure 1.
SKB’s efforts are based on a stepwise program for the implementation of deep geological
disposal of spent fuel including concurrent activities in the areas of deep repository - and
encapsulation technology. Major milestones in the program are application for construction and
building of an encapsulation plant in 2006 and a deep repository in 2008. According to the program
initial operation for the system will start in 2017. The most critical part of the encapsulation process is
the sealing of the canister, which is done by welding the copper lid to the cylindrical part of the copper
shell. The canisters will then be deposited in the bedrock, embedded in bentonite clay, at a depth of
500 meters.
Figure 2 shows the several components in detail: the iron cast insert, the complete shield (tube +
lid) together with the insert, and parts of the tube during production (from left to right).

Figure 2 - Outfit of the Copper Canister

The safety and reliability of the whole systems i.e. the well sealed deposit of the radioactive
material under all possible influencing scenarios will be guaranteed by modern means of risk
assessment and management.
A subpart of the final risk assessment of the deep repository construction is to determine the risk
of premature canister leak caused by discontinuities in the canister components and the sealing weld.
The discontinuities occurring during the production process create a diminishing of the wall thickness.
The possible additional reduction of the wall thickness by ground water corrosion makes a minimum
rest wall thickness of 15 mm copper necessary. A consequence for the applied NDT methods is to
detect all critical discontinuities which would reduce the wall thickness to an amount near or below the
15 mm with a validated high reliability the value of which needs to be known for the further risk
assessment as indicated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 - The weld with possible discontinuity configurations

The NDT techniques applied and adapted by SKB are high energy (9 MeV) X-ray-technique
and mechanized ultrasonic phased array technique (2…5 MHz) according to the material. Since the
materials structures and connected possible discontinuity scenarios created by the welding techniques
are different the development of NDT techniques and reliability measurement has also been tailored to
the particular welding methods – e.g. higher frequencies for UT were possible for FSW. Mid 2005
SKB decided that FSW is the preferred sealing technique.

a - Radiographic testing

b- Mechanized ultrasonic testing with
phased array technique

Figure 3 - Non-destructive testing methods used in the project.

The basic NDT techniques applied by SKB are illustrated in
Figure 3. The BAM was providing its expertise in optimizing non-destructive testing to a certain
extent and the corresponding reliability assessment to the project during 2004-2005 for the welds. The
applied non-destructive testing methods are in a first step checked and optimized concerning the
physical parameters and set up according to the latest European and American standards. For the
detailed optimization of the radiographic technique the BAM “X-ray” simulation tool is applied to
various parameter options thus saving lots of expensive experiments. BAM UT-simulation was used to
understand the UT-signal response from special discontinuities types better as input for the POD.

Reliability Assessment using POD
Steered by the plan of experiments for the welding procedure optimization and verification, the POD
(Probability of Detection) for the discontinuities is determined using a systematic statistical
methodology. The POD method, where the detection probability is determined as a function of
discontinuity size, was originally developed for the US military aerospace sector for 1-dimensional
signals. For the more complex 3-dimensional discontinuity situation in the canister welds and
2-dimensional data fields the method needs to be developed further. From the POD curve and its lower
confidence bound the discontinuity size is derived that will be detected with sufficient reliability and
compared to the demand for integrity. This procedure includes a series of experiments with the SKB
X-ray and ultrasonic methods foreseen for the production. These results have to be compared to true
discontinuity configurations in the welds. To determine these “true discontinuity configurations” the
welds have to be tested destructively or tested with a more comprehensive non-destructive reference
method.

Figure 4 - Modular Reliability Model

Steered by the plan of experiments for the production procedure’s optimization and verification
the POD (Probability of Detection) for the defects should be determined using a systematic statistical
methodology [1]. For the NDT techniques applied for the final production this would mean that the
influences on the inspection reliability should not only contain the physical parameters summarized as
intrinsic capability in the modular model shown above but also the AP (influencing parameters from
the surrounding in the application and the human factor HF. In the current study we concentrate
however on intrinsic capability and basics of AP to demonstrate the essential suitability of the
proposed methods.
In a typical NDE reliability study, the test specimen with known flaws sizes is inspected with
different inspectors. Results are recorded in form of hit/miss data and the POD is assigned to the each
flaw. Since the chance of detection is correlated with the flaw size, performing regression analysis we
can infer about the POD of the flaws of the sizes not present in the specimen [ii].
The response of the modern ultrasonic inspection systems is recorded as amplitude. Assuming
that there is dependence between this amplitude and one parameter of the flaw (usually the flaw size)
and setting the threshold of detection, the POD can be calculated. This “amplitude over threshold”
analysis brings more information about the reliability of the system than conventional hit/miss
analysis. Figure 5 to Figure 7 illustrate the basic principles of the method, which were described in
detail in the paper of the authors from the 5th NDE conference in San Diego and in (ii).

Figure 5 - „â versus a“- philosophy

The physical reasonable „â versus a“ POD

Figure 6

Figure 7 - Probability of Detection: â vs. a

We determine the a90/95 magnitudes i.e. the size “a” of a flaw for which the lower 95 %
confidence bound crosses the 90 % POD level.
We work with the assumption only one of 100 canisters might have a critical flaw.
Then the above argumentation yields: Only each of 1000 canisters might have a leakage.
However the model is mainly used with the dependence of the amplitude on only one parameter.
This is suitable for some applications, like inspection of the aircraft engine components, but
preliminary analysis of the types of the flaws that may arise in canisters parts during manufacturing
process shows that the response of the ultrasonic system is significantly influenced by more than one
parameter. Length of the flaw, orientation, surface roughness, material properties are some of the
candidates to be on this list. It is planned to indentify the parameters, and to model the functional
dependence between them, based on the underlying physics of ultrasonic wave propagation in solid
materials. This would result in a multi-parameter POD or alternatively in a POD in dependence on an
effective 1-dimesional parameter which would include all important influences. The dependence of the
amplitude on this joint parameter should be used for the calculation of the POD. We call this POD,
based on a 1D â in dependence of one (effective) parameter further on PODI, in contrast to the PODII
where the whole data field caused by the defect is taken into account.
The response to the ultrasonic wave of the real flaws is hard to model because of the complex
physical and geometrical properties of the flaw, so it is planned to develop the model for simple
artificial flaws of cylindrical shape (flat bottom holes, FBH and side drilled holes, SDH) which are
typically used for testing the ultrasonic systems. The model should be verified by the experiment.
According to the experimental design practices, cost-effective number of artificial flaws which will
still give good statistics of all investigated parameters will be manufactured and specimens will be
inspected with all UT configurations.
As a next logical step the POD curves will be used to optimize the UT configurations, and not
only act as a final judgment of the quality of the NDT system. Optimisation of the influencing
parameters with respect to the POD will show which configurations perform better when inspecting
different parts and different zones of the parts of the canisters.
For the NDE reliability study, the SKB intends to direct manufacturing process in a way that
real flaws occur in the parts of the canisters used as a test specimens. Once the ultrasonic inspection
data of these flaws becomes available, the model developed for the artificial flaws should be modified
to fit the new data. Transfer function which describes behaviour of the real flaws in comparison to the
simple, artificial flaws will be developed. This will give reliable information about the capabilities of
the chosen NDT system to detect critical flaw that may occur in canisters during manufacturing
process and guarantee that they can be safely used for long-term storage of spent nuclear fuel.
In 2006 SKB started to investigate the reliability of all the canister components not only the
welds. Because the experimental set ups and possibilities of material influences are now more
complex the POD philosophy changed as pointed out above. We take all the influencing factors into
consideration and sort them as proposed by the ENIQ (European Network for Inspection
Qualification). Then we check what parameters have an actual influence on the POD and determine a
variety of POD’s as result of certain parameter settings. Figure 8 below contains all the possible
ENIQ-Parameters.

Figure 8 - List of ENIQ parameters is very long. The goal is to select the most significant parameters
and to study their influence on POD

Figure 9 - UT Set-up for inspection of the copper pipe

RESULTS FOR PODI
The first PODI results were determined from experimental results on the set of artificial flaws in the
real components shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 - PODI: Example: Influence of the depth and the diameter of the FBH on the POD and 95%
confidence bounds

Figure 10 shows the variation of POD curves with 95 % confidence bounds as function of the
FBH diameter when the depth is changed. As expected from the physics the POD is growing with
growing flaw size (FBH diameter) due to growing echo height and decreasing with growing depth due
to attenuation.

STRATEGY AND RESULTS FOR PODII
Shortcomings of Current Procedure
In the conventional POD analysis for the ultrasonic inspection amplitudes are used as â in order to
calculate the curve. The amplitude is selected in the C-scan from where a maximum response is given
for a defect, i.e. just single value for a defect. The value is assumed to be dependent on the real size of
the defect, for instance, in the analysis. However a value picked from real data can be easily
fluctuated, for example by noise, changes of measurement circumstances, and surface roughness. In
addition, it is hard to select one amplitude value that represents the properties in the case of
mechanised scanning if the defect (reflection) has a complicated shape as shown in Figure 11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11 - C-scan of an ultrasonic inspection (a),
and destructive testing results of the corresponding part (b)

A new definition of â
Since the conventional â (maximum amplitude) may not be enough to describe the response properties
of a defect, a new â will be needed for more reliable POD analysis. Here an idea of the new definition
is shown.
The ultrasonic inspection data acquired in the pulse-echo method using mechanised scanning
is structured like a volume A( x, y, z ) which represents reflection amplitudes at positions ( x, y, z ) .
As an example, Figure 12 shows the C-scan of data for a cupper lid and its drawing. The new â is
calculated from the volume data, and â therefore can contain not only one-dimensional information but
two- or three-dimensional information. Here the total reflection amplitude from a defect is assumed to
be directly proportional to the apparent cross-section of the defect. The total reflection is defined as
the integration of the amplitude over a defect area and depth, for example.

aˆ ≡ ∫ A dV
V

(1)

The volume for the integration needs to be defined. As an example a simple thresholding is used
here. First, the maximum amplitude is selected like the conventional way and the area is defined as
50 % of the maximum amplitude as shown in Figure 13 (a). Then each A-scan in the area is also
thresholded at 50 % of the maximum amplitude. In Figure 13 (b), the red part is thresholded depth
section and it is integrated over the depth and the area shown as masked C-scan. Note that the
amplitudes depend on the depth due to attenuation of the material and it should be compensated
beforehand.
The calculated â for FBH and SDH with respect to the apparent cross section are respectively
plotted in Figure 15, and the conventional â (maximum amplitudes) for the same FBH and SDH are
shown in Figure 15. In the comparison to the conventional â the 95 % confidence bounds for the new â
are narrower in both FBH and SDH, and a clear tendency that the â is proportional to the cross section
of the defects can be observed. It means the â can be useful for POD analysis with high reliability.
Moreover, the new method has the sizing capability. However, for SDH, the â are spread and the
confidence bounds are wider. It means the accuracy of the method is dependent on the defect shape,
thus it needs more investigation.

(a)

(b)
Figure 12 - C-scan of the data for the cupper lid (a), and the drawing (b). The C-scan is taken at the
lower half of the body

(a)
Figure 13 - Calculation of the â

(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 14 - Cross Section vs total amplitude (the new â) for SDHs (a) and FBHs. The solid lines show
the fitting and broken lines show the 95 % confidence bounds

(a)

(b)

Figure 15 - Cross Section vs amplitude (the conventional â) for SDHs (a) and FBHs. The solid lines
show the fitting and broken lines show the 95 % confidence bounds

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The POD assessment has proved to be a valuable tool not only for acceptance of the NDE system for a
given task but, due to the large number of configuration parameters, also as an optimisation tool.
PODI analysis confirmed the assumption that dependence of the signal amplitude on a single
parameter is not more valid. A good agreement between the model and experimental data for the
simple artificial defects is demonstrated. Further development in the direction of a transfer function,
which will correlate POD of the artificial and the real flaws, is needed.
The new definition and examples of â for PODII analysis which have three-dimensional
information, is shown. The results illustrate a potential to reliably analyze the data and capability of
sizing. However more investigation for calculation of the new â and its pre-processing are necessary.
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